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The information offered here is to help gardeners grow vegetables successfully. It focuses on common questions asked as well as conditions, pests, and diseases
that occur in St. Tammany Parish home gardens. Every attempt has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information, but references should always be
checked, and LSU AgCenter personnel contacted if there are questions.

Brassicas
By Jerry Ballanco

Introduction
BRASSICAS, AKA CRUCIFEROUS VEGETABLES or cole crops, are
terms that will be used interchangeably in this document
because that is what people who grow them do.
This diverse group of vegetables is thoroughly enjoyed by
many and thoroughly disliked by some. Though collards
grow nicely in the summer, most cole crops are grown in
the fall and winter in St Tammany Parish. Most are frost
tolerant, some are extremely cold hearty. Bugs, rabbits,
and deer often find them quite tasty.
Broccoli, broccoli raab, Brussels sprouts, cabbage,
cauliflower, choi, collards, kale, kohlrabi, mustard,
radishes, rutabaga, and turnips are the main culinary
crops. Others are grown for oil or other uses.

Brassicas grow well in a variety of soils but prefer pH
about 6.5. Their healthiest and most productive growth is
in full sun but greens, especially, tolerate light shade.
Most are heavy feeders and are most tender when they
grow rapidly. Pre-plant fertilizer of 1 ½ pounds per 25
square foot garden. Use 8-24-24 or 13-13-13 or its
organic equivalent unless a soil test dictates otherwise.
Side-dressing is important for ideal crop tenderness. To
side-dress, simply sprinkle 2 ounces of ammonium nitrate
or 4 ounces of calcium nitrate about the bed and gently
rake into the top one to two inches of soil. Water in if rain
is not imminent. Do this every month to a 25 square foot
bed during the growing season.
To minimize the threat of fungal infection, avoid
overhead watering.
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Most greens, radishes, rutabaga, and turnips grow easily by direct
seeding into the bed. Others do better if started indoors and
transplanted at appropriate maturity. For all crops, thinning to
desired spacing is important for best growth as well as disease
prevention. The thinned seedlings can be used for baby greens in
salads. Proper spacing produces healthier plants and minimizes
disease pressure. Good spacing also makes it easier to spot
problems at an early stage. As always, if you seed holes in leaves
or areas that are not green, do not ignore that as it is very unlikely
that is normal plant behavior.
Many brassicas seem to be pest magnets. Be vigilant from the time
of seeding or transplanting through the entire growth cycle. As
none of these crops are grown for their fruit, covering the plants
from day one until harvest with an insect excluding cloth such as
Remay or Agribond is useful. Some organic growers use them to
obviate the need for pesticides. Depending on thickness, the cloth
may provide leaf protection in frost situations and will keep ice
from forming on cauliflower (which will ruin the flower).
As useful as Agribond and Remay are, there are some downsides.
Because the cloth covers the rows, it covers the garden as it grows.
That makes watching it grow less fun. In times of excessive rain,
the cloth may hold high humidity and, secondarily, promote fungal
growth. The cloth must be suspended above the foliage to prevent
frost burn. Despite these limitations, exclusion cloth is very helpful
in larger gardens.
Sections on the individual crops have more specific growing and
harvest information. Growing vegetables is fun. Tolerate the
frustrations. Enjoy the magic.
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Broccoli
DECIDING WHAT KIND OF BROCCOLI to grow is almost as difficult as
growing it. Standard broccoli grows one large stalk then continues to
produce ever diminishing florets in leaf axils. Broccoli de ciccio
produces a much smaller central floret and many more secondary
florets. Broccoli raab produces some florets but is mostly leaves.
Each has its own appeal to gardeners based on personal preferences
in intended use and taste. All have similar needs, pests, and diseases.
Standard broccoli is grown for its main central stalk and flower and
the secondary florets. It benefits from well-drained soil and rapid
growth and near neutral pH. The soil should be prepared with 1 ½
pounds of 8-24-24 or 13-13-13 per 25 sq. ft. bed. Side-dressing with
2 ounces of ammonium nitrate or 4 ounces of calcium nitrate every
month after transplant is important for rapid growth and tenderness.
Also, add 1 TBS of borax to a gallon of water and spray it on the
foliage at the time of the first side-dressing to avoid boron deficiency
symptoms.
Usually broccoli is planted as a transplant at about 6 to 8 weeks old.
It can be transplanted August through October and again in January
and February. If you have the time and inkling, seeding one or two
seedlings every week or two during August and September provides
a continuing rather than overwhelming harvest during the later fall.
The same may be done in the spring. The size of the main stalk
flower is directly related to the distance between the plants in the
bed. Eighteen inches between plants produces the biggest heads.
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The primary harvest should be when the main head is 4-6 inches wide
and individual flower buds are about the size of small match heads.
Try to harvest broccoli before the flower is obviously yellow as that is
past prime condition for eating. Most varieties will continue to
produce smaller florets at leaf axils for several weeks after initial
harvest. The blossoms are edible even if open and some prefer that in
broccolini and broccoli raab.
The main diseases that can impact broccoli are damping off, powdery
mildew, downy mildew, Alternaria leaf spot, Sclerotinia stem rot
(white mold), and black rot. More information can be found under
Diseases in this document.
Main pests include flea beetles, thrips, root knot nematodes, and
several lepidopteron larvae such as cabbage worm and diamondback
moths. More information can be found under Pests in this document.
For more information about diseases and pests, prevention, and
management, refer to the link below.
https://plantvillage.psu.edu/topics/broccoli/infos/diseases_and_pest
s_description_uses_propagation
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Cabbage
IF YOU HAVE NEVER EATEN freshly picked cabbage, you are in for a treat.
It tastes like cabbage, but the sweetness is totally unexpected and
very pleasant. As a garden crop, it is easy to grow and, unless the
weather is nasty, fairly trouble free. It will grow in the garden from
September to early May with harvest beginning in November.
Red cabbage is takes longer and need a little more nitrogen. If you
are new to growing cabbage, hold off trying to grow red cabbage
until you have some experience.
Soil should drain well without growth of cole crops for three years.
Pre-fertilize the soil with 1/2 pound of 8-24-24 or 13-13-13 about
four to six weeks before planting time. Cabbage should be started
indoors 5-6 weeks before anticipated planting time. It can be
successfully transplanted from mid-August through February into the
garden. Space plants 18 inches apart for biggest heads. That spacing
also allows for good air circulation and the opportunity for the soil to
dry out in rainy spells. Side-dress three times. Use 1 ½ oz. of
ammonium nitrate or 3 oz. calcium nitrate 3-4 weeks after
transplant, then again 2-3 weeks after that, and again 3-4 weeks
after that. Red cabbage should get an additional dose 2 weeks after
the third.
Keep the soil relatively moist but not wet.
It may be harvested at any point after the head forms but is best
when the head is firm, and the outer head leaf starts to curl as in the
above photo. If the season is not too rainy, it stays well in the garden
but the longer it stays, the more time pests will have to eat it before
you do.
Cabbage is subject to the same diseases as broccoli: damping off,
black rot, downy mildew, Alternaria leaf spot, and Sclerotinia. More
information can be found under Diseases in this document.
Most frequent pests are slugs, snails, aphids, lepidopteron larvae,
flea beetles, thrips, and root knot nematodes.
https://hgic.clemson.edu/factsheet/cabbage-chinese-cabbage/
https://plantvillage.psu.edu/topics/cabbage-red-whitesavoy/infos/diseases_and_pests_description_uses_propagation
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Cauliflower
SEEING A BEAUTIFUL CAULIFLOWER GROWING in the garden is quite a
treat. It is just pretty to look at. After all, the cauliflower is just a big
flower bud.
Do not try to direct seed cauliflower. Grow cauliflower from
transplants. Seeds take about six weeks to be ready for transplant
into the garden or large container. Harvest is about 60 days later. It
can be planted in the garden in August or September for fall harvest
and again in January or February for spring harvest. Breeders have
developed several colors and forms of the florets. Mostly, they all
taste the same but add color to the garden and table (purple,
slightly undercooked holds its color the best when cooked).
To minimize potential problems, do not grow cauliflower where any
brassica has grown three years. Prepare the soil with pre-fertilizer
four to six weeks before anticipated transplant. As other brassicas,
cauliflower is best when it grows rapidly. Use 1 ½ pounds of 8-24-24
or 13-13-13 for a 25 square foot bed. then side-dress every month
after growth commences with 1 ½ ounces of ammonium nitrate or
3 ounces of calcium nitrate. Maintain even soil moisture. Stress
may produce small or uneven floret.
If spaced 18 inches apart and well-tended, the plants are very large
so be sure you allow ample space. Closer spacing will produce
smaller cauliflower. After harvest, the plant should be pulled so as
not to be a pest or disease site.
A peculiar thing about cauliflower is that, to get a nice white head,
the floret must be protected from the sun while growing. Some
varieties are self-blanching, having leaves that curl around the
developing flower and shade it. The cauliflower is well-hidden and
shaded. (The twine in the photo is support for Agribond cloth which
was pulled back for the photo). Other varieties require the gardener
to bend and secure some of the leaves around the flower and
secure them by some means (often a clothespin).
Rainy periods of significant duration may cause the head to discolor
or even go bad but that is relatively unusual. Frost, if it impacts the
flower directly, will discolor the floret and may ruin it. Usually, the
"blanching " leaves provide protection in very light frost. If heavier
frost is expected, cover the plant to protect the flower.

The main diseases that impact cauliflower are
common to many brassicas: damping off, black
rot, Sclerotinia stem rot. (See Brassica disease
section or the reference below for more
information). More information can be found
under Diseases in this document.
The primary pests are lepidopterans, aphids, flea
beetles, cucumber beetles, thrips, and root knot
nematodes. (See Brassica pest section or the
reference below for more information).
https://extension.umn.edu/vegetables/growingcauliflower
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Greens (kale, mustard, collards, turnips)
GREENS ARE POPULAR IN LOUISIANA cuisine. Traditionally greens are cooked with bacon fat, lard, or ham but purely
vegetarian preparations are also popular. Kale has enjoyed a significant resurgence of interest over the last few years.
Greens are easy to grow, come in a variety of leaf sizes, shapes, and colors. All can be eaten raw or cooked in myriad
ways and all freeze well.
Greens do best in cool weather. Grow them from September through
April. They taste bitter and bolt when the weather gets too warm as it
usually does in May.
Soil should drain well with no cole crops grown in that soil for three
prior years. Pre-fertilize with ½ pound of 8-24-24 or 13-13-13/ 25 sq. ft.
about four to six weeks before planting time. All these greens do best if
direct seeded. These are small seeds so plant in shallow trench and
cover lightly. Be sure to press the seeds into good contact with the soil
(the back of a shovel works fine), then water in with mist or shower
spray. Succession seeding two to three weeks apart works well. Set the
seeds 2-4 inches apart. Take your time when setting seeds out as these
tiny seeds can leave a significant thinning problem. Thin seedlings for a
goal of 12 inches between plants.
Greens can be harvested at any stage of development. the whole plant
may be harvested, or individual leaves can be taken. Take the older,
larger leaves. Try to leave at least 6 leaves. If harvested regularly,
greens can produce for several months. Side-dress every three to four
weeks with ammonium nitrate if harvesting leaves. Some gardeners
harvest the entire plant and re-seed in the same spot. If you do this,
side-dress a month after re-seeding. Turnips are best harvested when
they are about 3 inches in diameter. If leaves stay on the plants too
long, they tend to get tough, so harvest regularly. Food banks take
small donations if you cannot eat fast enough.
Greens are cold hearty. Sometimes a freeze will burn leaf edges, but
damage is usually minimal unless there is a sustained freeze. One
Christmas, it snowed on my winter garden. When the snow melted it
left the most beautiful and productive winter garden ever.
Diseases are those of cabbage: damping off, black rot, downy mildew,
Alternaria leaf spot, and Sclerotinia. More information can be found
under Diseases in this document.
Pests are those of cabbage: slugs and snails, aphids, lepidopteron
larvae, flea beetles, thrips, root knot nematodes. Flea beetles love
mustard.
https://www.lsuagcenter.com/profiles/rbogren/articles/page15084463
29657
https://agrilifeextension.tamu.edu/browse/featuredsolutions/gardening-landscaping/turnip-and-mustard-greens/
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Chinese Cabbage (Napa Cabbage and Boc Choi)
THESE FUN-TO-GROW PLANTS have multiple culinary uses and are a pretty
sight growing in the garden. Both Napa cabbage and boc choi are best
grown in the fall, as either may bolt if spring weather is irregular.
Boc choi (aka bok choy or poc choi) is the easiest of the two to grow
because it direct seeds easily and matures in 50 days. Napa cabbage
can be direct seeded but is easier to grow from transplants. Both can
be staged to grow throughout our cool/cold months. Napa cabbage
transplants can generally be put into the garden 3-4 weeks after seed
start with harvest 50-60 days later. Ideal planting time in St.
Tammany Parish is September to November. Both plants are light
frost tolerant but need protection in deep frost or they will suffer leaf
burn or worse.
Soil should drain well and have grown no cole crops for three years.
Pre-fertilize the soil with 1/2 pound of 8-24-24 or 13-13-13 per 25 sq.
ft bed about four to six weeks before planting time. Space boc choi
plants about a foot apart; Napa cabbage, 16 inches. Side dress Napa
cabbage three times. Use 1 1/2 oz ammonium nitrate or 3 oz calcium
nitrate 3-4 weeks after transplant, 2-3 weeks after that, and 3-4
weeks after that. Boc choi should be side dressed about 1 month
after seeding.
Boc choi has few diseases except those related to excess soil
moisture. Napa cabbage is vulnerable to any disease that impacts
cabbage. More information can be found under Diseases in this
document.
Pests of boc choi are primarily slugs and flea beetles. Pests of Napa
cabbage are the same as regular cabbage.

https://www.lsuagcenter.com/~/media/system/8/a/e/9/8ae976f53a
2c24810d1328bed2c631a3/2153%20chinese%20cabbage%20rev%20
0417pdf.pdf
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Radishes
IT IS SOMETIMES SAID THAT God made sunfish perch so that children would
learn to love fishing. The same may be said for radishes. The familiar
small radishes grow from seed to harvest in 30-45 days. Radishes do best
with direct seeding and shallow planting depth (1/4 inch or less). They
will grow readily in most soils and are not much bothered by pests or
disease. Slugs and flea beetles are quite fond of radishes but the radish
crop, usually seeded rather generously, does not suffer much loss. See
information in "pests" for control measures.
A few caveats to this casual approach need to be mentioned. Daikon
radishes take 60-70 days to reach maturity and require deep soil with
good tilth. Radishes will fail in any soil that holds moisture and do poorly
in heavy clay soil. Thinning is necessary to space the plants 1" apart. All
radishes do better in cool weather. Start planting as early as October. If
the winter is mild, continue planting until April. A warm May could cause
bolting. Radishes get woody if left in the ground too long.
Because of the way radishes are used and enjoyed, plan for sequential
plantings of small harvests throughout the year. They grow well in
containers and even window boxes.
https://www.lsuagcenter.com/portals/communications/news/news_arc
hive/2010/october/get_it_growing/radishes-are-easy-togrow#:~:text=Sow%20seed%20at%20least%20one,of%20water%20to%2
0do%20so.
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Common diseases of brassicas
TRY NOT TO BE DISCOURAGED if one of your plants runs into trouble with one of these problems. We live in a clime that
invites all sorts of things to grow rapidly and thrive. That is true for things we want to grow and some we wish were
not growing. Good garden practices such as proper location and sunlight for your garden, using drip irrigation,
selection of resistant varieties (if appropriate), proper spacing between plants, rapid removal of plant detritus add to
the health of the garden. Make daily observation to enjoy but also look for signs of trouble. In particularly cloudy or
rainy seasons, a regular schedule of fungicides may be appropriate.
What follows is not an exhaustive list of diseases or therapies of those diseases. It tries to cover the most common
diseases that we see in St Tammany Parish and available, currently approved, relatively easy to use prophylactic
measures or therapeutic options. Other techniques and remedies may be available. Always follow the label paying
special attention to safety precautions, application intervals and frequency, and PHI, the safe interval from application
to harvest.

Fungicides: Basic information
MOST FUNGAL AND MANY BACTERIAL diseases are caused by organisms that
reside in the garden soil. They may arrive on infected soil, seeds, or
plants. Once they establish themselves in the garden, they will continue
to be a problem. Good garden hygiene is an un-fun task that pays great
dividends in minimizing those problems.
Fungicides do not allow healing to occur but help prevent further and
future damage. It is best to start fungicide treatment at the first sign of
any fungal disease and continue a 7 to 10-day spray schedule. In
prolonged rainy periods, fungicide every 5 days may be necessary. Not
all fungicides are approved for all crops, some combinations of
fungicides may be harmful. Read the label carefully. Always pay
attention to the PHI (pre harvest interval) before spraying. If possible,
alternate fungicides to discourage resistant strains. Some gardeners will
anticipate trouble from weather patterns or other concern and begin a
spray pattern before signs of disease are present.
Though it seems strange, fungicides are best applied before rain. If a
drying period of four hours is available, that will give good protection.
After a plant is infected, spread can be very rapid. Both sides of the
leaves must be sprayed for maximum benefit. Severely infected leaves
should be removed. Try not to handle the plants when the leaves are
wet and wash your hands after handling infected tissue to minimize
spread.
https://hgic.clemson.edu/factsheet/cabbage-broccoli-other-cole-cropdiseases/
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Damping Off
THIS VERY DESTRUCTIVE DISEASE OF seedlings can be caused by several
different fungi and molds.
The accompanying picture is descriptive. Note the tapering of the
healthy stalk as it approaches the soil. This seedling will not recover and
will shortly die. The disease may rapidly spread through a seed tray or a
planted row. Other manifestations may be discolored or "wet"
cotyledons and nearly absent roots.
Any of the responsible organisms may stay dormant in garden soil and
plant debris for a long time. They attack newly germinated seeds or
newly transplanted small seedlings especially when the soil is cool. Long
periods of overcast or wet weather are also potential trouble but
anything that causes slow growth of the seedling set the stage. It is
counterintuitive but too much nitrogen too early may make seedlings
more susceptible. Be sure the soil is warm enough to permit rapid
germination and initial growth for direct seeded vegetables and flowers
(more information at http://sacmg.ucanr.edu/files/164220.pdf.)
For seeds started in trays in preparation for transplant use only clean
germination medium in new or sterilized containers. Do not add garden
soil or compost to germination medium. Make sure that the
environmental temperature and light is appropriate for rapid growth. A
heat mat placed under the seed starting tray may be appropriate. Do
not use fertilizer until the second set of true leaves appear then use at
diluted strength until the seedling is put into its garden site. Keep
seedlings moist but not drenched. This disease may destroy the entire
planting of seeds started in trays. These suggestions may not apply in
hydroponic gardening.
A way of sterilizing containers is to make a bleach solution of 9 parts
water and 1 part bleach. Soak containers and tools in this solution for
20 minutes. Tools should be treated in the same manner or a dedicated
set available. Bleach can be tough on tools so be sure to rinse well after
bleach treatment. Wash your hands free of garden soil when handling
the trays.
https://extension.umn.edu/solve-problem/how-prevent-seedlingdamping#:~:text=Damping%20off%20is%20a%20disease%20of%20seed
lings&
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Powdery Mildew
POWDERY MILDEW IS MOST SEEN when there is little rain, cool to warm
days, and high humidity. The leaves look like someone sprinkled baby
powder on them. The top of the leaf may be dusted or splotchy
appearing. This infection should be attended to promptly; if not
corrected, it quickly spreads and may cause considerable foliar loss. The
leaves progress from white covered to brown and shriveled. Generally,
the fruit is not directly impacted but sunscald may cause damage and
foliar loss will reduce plant vigor.
Powdery mildew especially bothers plants grown in shade vs full
sunlight and those with poor air circulation. (Poor air circulation may be
caused by thick foliage or not enough distance between plants It can be
easily spread by wind or tools.) Leaves that are covered with mildew or
are already turning brown should be removed after spraying the with
fungicide.
Resistant varieties are available and should be considered if you are
continually bothered with powdery mildew. Fungicides, Neem oil, and
bicarbonates are usually effective in control. (See references below for
use).
https://extension.colostate.edu/topic-areas/yard-garden/powderymildews-2-902/
https://hgic.clemson.edu/factsheet/cabbage-broccoli-other-cole-cropdiseases/
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Downy Mildew
DOWNY MILDEW, CAUSED BY WATER mold, can impact many vegetables
and, untended, is a serious threat to the general health of the plant. It
occurs in wet weather or plants with overhead watering. It begins, as
in the accompanying photo, with yellow spots on the top of the leaf.
Soon, a grey mold starts to appear on the undersurface of the leaf.
Spread, at that point, is very fast. Proper plant spacing reduces the
incidence of downy mildew. Resistant varieties are available.
Treatment is with approved fungicide. (See links below).
Chlorothalonil may provide more effective control than fixed copper.
https://hgic.clemson.edu/factsheet/cabbage-broccoli-other-colecropdiseases/http://blogs.cornell.edu/livegpath/gallery/cucurbits/downymildew-o-cucurbits-early-%20symptoms/
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Alternaria leaf spot
ALTERNARIA LEAF SPOT IS A common disease in cruciferous vegetables.
Unhappily, it thrives in warm humid environmental conditions. It is
made worse by plant crowding and overhead watering. It can spread
rapidly by wind, water, tools, and gardeners’ hands.
It starts as small grey/brown areas that enlarge and usually have a
distinctive concentric ring pattern. Eventually, this area becomes a
hole. Alternaria may progress to involve every part of the plant,
ruining or reducing the quality of the anticipated harvest.
It survives in gardens on infected plant debris. If it occurs in your
garden, treat aggressively, and remove all plant debris. If an
individual plant or leaf escaped detection and developed severe
involvement, it is safest to remove that leaf or the entire plant if
infection is overwhelming. Destroy, do not compost. Rotate crops in
that bed with non-cruciferous vegetables on a three to four-year
cycle.
Treatment is with fungicides. One suggested treatment employs
Chlorothalonil alternating with fixed copper.
https://hgic.clemson.edu/factsheet/cabbage-broccoli-other-colecrop-diseases/
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Sclerotinia, aka white mold
THIS DISEASE IS NOT ONLY devastating, it is ugly. It is fatal to the plant.
Brassicas and lettuce are the primary home garden crops susceptible
to Sclerotinia, but it can infect several ornamentals as well.
Sclerotinia usually occurs in wet and cool conditions. Our St Tammany
winters are prime conditions and in very rainy seasons positively
inviting to these organisms. Once this disease gets into soil, it can
survive a while even with good crop rotation. (If it becomes a
repeating problem, solarization of the bed should be done).
The infection enters through the roots or trivial damage sites. The
earliest symptoms are usually yellowing or wilt of the leaves (first
photo). It rapidly progresses to total collapse of the plant. The last
photo of the group indicates symptoms too long ignored. The
infection can spread from plant to plant.
It is hard to overstate how dependent the disease is on excess
moisture in the soil. Gardening in raised beds allows the soil to dry
faster than native soil. In cool, wet periods, remove mulch, weed
barrier cloth, and Remay or Agribond to allow the soil to dry faster.
Once the disease infects a plant, there is no effective treatment.
Fungicides do not work. All efforts must be to prevention.
Immediately get rid of infected plants and all debris including leaves
that have fallen to the garden floor. Unfortunately, resistant varieties
of vegetables are not available.
http://ipm.ucanr.edu/PMG/GARDEN/VEGES/DISEASES/whitemoldlet.
html
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Bacterial Soft Rot
CROWN ROT IS CAUSED BY a bacterium that flourishes in warm, wet
weather. It cannot be treated but prevention is primarily by
precautions taken to avoid pooling of water on the flower head or cut
stem. Once infected, the organism easily spreads to other plants. Any
cruciferous vegetable may be infected. Fixed copper may reduce the
spread of infection in the garden but will not save that plant. If this
occurs in your garden, pull the plant, be fastidious about cleanup, and
look to resistant varieties.
Preventive measures are those to allow drying of the plant but in wet,
warm weather, the infection may be unavoidable. If it occurs, destroy
the plant, and remove it from your garden. Be very strict about crop
rotation. Resistant varieties are available.

https://growingsmallfarms.ces.ncsu.edu/growingsmallfarmsproblembroccoli/
http://vegetablemdonline.ppath.cornell.edu/NewsArticles/BacterialR
ot.htm
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Black Rot
ALTHOUGH KALE AND RADISHES ARE less susceptible, black rot can infect
any plant in the brassica family. The bacteria that causes black rot
comes to the garden from infected seeds, transplants, or organisms
on cruciferous weeds (such as wild mustard). Once established in a
garden, the organism can be spread by wind, tools, or insects.
The infection usually starts at the leaf edge. If not interrupted, it may
spread toward the center of the leaf, ultimately entering the vascular
system. It is not uniformly fatal, but the crop produced will be
markedly diminished in quality. Copper fungicide will not halt an
infection but will reduce the damage caused. Home gardeners may
do well to remove and destroy any infected plant to prevent it from
becoming established in the garden.
At Tammany Parish winters are ideal for development, relatively
warm and very moist. Fortunately, it is not common in-home
gardens. Once established, however, it mimics other pathogens in its
ability to lay dormant in the soil and enter new transplants through
the roots.
Resistant varieties are available.
https://hort.extension.wisc.edu/articles/black-rotcrucifers/#:~:text=Black%20rot%20of%20crucifers%20is,and%20trans
plants%20of%20susceptible%20vegetables.&text=Once%20introduce
d%20into%20a%20garden,vegetables%20or%20on%20weed%20host
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